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THE TECHNIQUE OF TEJi IN FICTION
INTRODUCTION
Time, the measure of man’s mortality, is a central element in his
literature. Even as time bears the events of life upon its tide, so does
time bind together the incidents of fiction. In fiction, as in life, time
is necessary for the development of character and for the consummation of
action. In fiction, as in life, time is the sea upon which all characters
embark, the medium in which all action takes place.
But fiction is only a representation of life, and the time of fic-
tion differs in many respects from the time of life. In life, time is in-
finite, stretching from one infinitude to another; in fiction, the time span
of a story iB definite, even though it may be extensive. In life, time is
continuous, following the stars in their courses; in fiction, time may be
discontinuous, with gaps appearing disproportionately in the time span of
the narrative. In life, time goes always in the same direction, flowing
out of the dimness of the past through the evanescence of the present to-
wards the dimness of the future; in fiction, time can vary its direction,
now making an excursion into the future, now retracing its path back into
the past. In life, time moves always at the same constant rate; in fiction,
time varies in speed sometimes it runs, sometimes it lags, sometimes it
stops.
It is this fluid, dynamic time element in fiction which differen-
tiates it from the other forms of discourse. Where argumentation, descrip-
tion and exposition are circumscribed, narration is free to wander.
How does an author use this Protean tool to achieve the effects he

desires? The very flexibility of story tine gives rise to many problems.
Thus, the one broad problem of the technique of time can be analyzed into a
number of component problems:
Iteration of Time
Lapse of Time
Instantaneous Time
Simultaneous Time
Order of Time
Tempo
It must be borne in mind, however, that there is a constant interplay and
overlapping of these divisions.
Duration of Time deals with the time span of the story, a definite
section in the infinitudes of tine beginning when the action of the narra-
tive begins, ending when the action ends. Duration of time must be consid-
ered in terms of story action in an attempt to answer the question, "How
long a period of time an hour, a year, a decade should this story cover?"
The time span determined, the author will be confronted with the
problem of bridging the gaps that occur between the successive scenes in
the time scheme. The exacting Law of Plausibility requires the author to
provide sufficient time for the action of the story to seem credible to the
reader. An unskillful treatment of Lapse of Tire can destroy that "willing
suspension of disbelief" which every fiction writer asks from his readers.
The time- sense which makes man so conscious of clocks and timetables is keen
to react to an improbable time sequence, shattering the illusion which is
the essence of fiction.
Instantaneous Time includes in its province the problems of indi-
cating to the reader the exact time at which a particular scene begins or
-
ends, and of stopping tho flow of time to dwell upon a moment fraught with
significance.
Under Simultaneous Tine are grouped the problems of transferring
the reader from one scene in the narrative to another scene which is taking
place at the same time. This is a problem peculiar to tho fluid nature of
story time; it illustrates the lateral sweep possible to story time, as op-
posed to the inexorable forward flow of real time.
The flexibility inherent in story time allows tho author to pre-
sent his narrative in various Orders of Time other than the merely chrono-
logical; where real time is a one-way express, story time is a freight train
which can be shunted from one track to another, and back again.
Tempo is a concomitant element to the movement of a narrative: the
reader has the illusion that the story is moving rapidly, or that it is mov-
ing slowly the illusion that much has happened in a little time, or that
little has happened in a long time. But a swift tempo is not always to be
attained by cramming action into a moment nor a slow tempo by stretching
one incident over a year. Tho problem of tempo is, strictly shaking, not
temporal but psycho logical. The illusion, however, is a temporal one.
These are the problems Duration of Time, Lapse of Time, Instan-
taneous Time, Simultaneous Time, Order of Time, and Tempo that constitute
the major problem of Time in fiction.
That problem i6 studied here not historically but technically, in
order, as it were, to furnish a rhotoric of Fictional Time. Since an end-
less number of examples could be drawn from fiction, exemplification is nec-
essarily limited. By examining the opinions of critics and the practices of
authors this thesis attempts to indicate th6 general principles which underly

the technique of time in fiction

1I
TIMS IN THE NOVEL
The Nature of Story Time
Story time is vary different in n *;ure from the chronoxogical time that
baffles the theories of philosophers and physicists. As Grabo puts it:
"Story tine is a record of impressions, not of counted hours.
This subjective time does not follow the laws of objective "Lulova Watch”
time; it is more concerned with action than with the calendar, more with the
emotions than with the hours.
The association that exists between action, emotion and time is pointed
out by Forster:
"Life consists of action in time: this time is not a level
continuum but a mountainous range, piling up into a few notable
pinnacles in the past where the action was intense, assuming the
form of a wall, a cloud, or a sun in the future."2
Not only is time the binding element which unites character, action and
plot, but it may subtly underline the theme, the passage of time acting as
an obstacle ("a wall"), moving the story on to its tragic ("a cloud") or its
happy ("a sun”) conclusion.
Duration of Time
The duration of time of any particular novel can be determined only by
the scope of its action, the complexity of the theme with which it deals.
There is a blanket school of fiction ( Anthony Adverse is a notable example)
which covers everything, going back to the events which precede the birth of
its main character. On the other hand there Is the disciplined novel (such
*Grabo, TON, 216.
^Forster, AON, 48-9.

as Robert Nathan writes] which confines itself within strict limitB of time.
Time is as essential to the character novel (in which tiro is required to in-
dicate the development of character] as it is in the closely plotted dramatic
novel (where every scene must have a proper place in the time scheme].
The most satisfying criterion by which to determine the optimum duration
of time is the Unity of Subject: the story should cover no longer a period
than is necessary for the treatment of the central idea.
Lapse of Time
The mechanical methods of denoting lapse of tine in the novel consist
of chapter breaks and modifications of chapter breaks. Time slips away in
the space between chapters, and in the asterisks or blank space between the
sections that make up the chapters.
Only a shade less obvious is the direct indication of the passage of
time by the author, baldly stating "Three years went by." But when the
theme of the novel is tied up with the passage of time, an admirable effect
of emphasis is gained not only by the statement itself but by its iteration
and reiteration:
Ht 0h, Starbuck! it is a mild, mild wind, and a mild looking
sky. On sucn a day very much such a sweetness as this 1 struck
my first whale a boy-harpooner of eighteen! Forty forty forty
years ago I ago l Forty years of continual whaling! forty years
of privation, and peril, and storm-time! forty years on the piti-
less sea! for forty years has Ahab forsaken the peaceful land, for
forty years to ranks war on the horrors of the deep! Aye and yes,
Starbuck, out of those forty years 1 have not spent three asnore.
When I think of this life 1 have led; the desolation of solitude
it has been; the masoned, walled-town of a Captain's exclusiveness,
which admits but small entrance to any sympathy from the green
country without oh, weariness! heaviness! Guinea-coast slavery of
solitary command! when 1 think of all this; only half- suspected,
not so keenly known to me before and how for forty years I have
fed upon dry salted fare fit emblem of the dry nourishment of my
soul! when the poore st landsman has had fresh fruit to his daily
hand, and broken the world's fresh bread to my mouldy crusts
..
. . : .
*
:
.
_
.
away, whole ooeans away, from that young girl-wife I wedded past
fifty, and sailed for Cape Horn the next day, leaving but one dent
in my marriage pillow wife? wife? rather a widow with her hus-
band alive J Aye, I widowed that poor girl when I married her,
Starbuck; and then, the madness, the frenay, the boiling blood and
the smoking brow, with which, for a thousand lowerings old Ahab
has furiously, foamlngly chased his prey—more a demon than a
man l aye, aye J what a forty years' fool fool old fool, has
old Ahab been!*"3
Here the proximity of Captain Ahab's poetic speech to the crisis of the
novel and its thematic implications give an aesthetic justification to a re-
capitulation that would not ordinarily meet with artistic approval.
Authors fL.d the use of detail very valuable in indicating the passage
of time. In the following selection Hugo uses "habitual detail" to good ef-
fect, the recital of \aljean's habits bridging th6 gap of years:
"Nevertheless he remained as simple as at first. He had grey
hair, a serious eye, the brown complexion of a labourer, and the
thoughtful countenance of a philosopher. He usually wore a hat with
a wide brim, and a long coat of coarse cloth, buttoned to the chin.
He fulfilled his duties as mayor, but beyond that his life was iso-
lated. He talked with vory few persons. He shrank from compli-
mcnts, ana with a touch of the hat walked on rapidly; he just
smiled to avoid talking, and gave to avoid smiling. The women said
of him*. "».hat a good bear!" His pleasure was to walk in the fields.
"He always took his meals alone with a book open before him
In which he read
"In his walks he liked to carry a gun, though he seldom used
It. ’than he did so, however, his aim was frightfully certain.
"He always had his pockets full of money when he went out,
and empty when he returned. Vhen he passed through a village,
the ragged little youngsters would run after him with joy, and
surround him like a swarm of flies
"?he children loved him yet more, because he knew how to make
charming little playthings out of straw and cocoanuts.
"Whon he saw the door of a church shrouded with black, he
entered: he sought out a funeral as others seek out a christen-
ing. The bereavement and the misfortune of others attracted him,
because he was so gentle
Hugo gives the reader the impression that it was Valjean's custom to do
^Melville
,
M-D, 1082-3.
^ugo, U4, 137-8.
....
the 8e things. Very naturally the reader endows the simple sentences with
the time necessary for all the habits to establish themselves and the pas-
sage of years becomes very credible.
In a few lines, by a combination of elision and selective detail, Defoe
very plausibly gives the impression that almost two months have gone by.
"I was near two months performing tnis last work, viz., rig-
ging und fitting my mast and sails; for 1 finished thsm, very com-
plete
,
making a small stay, and a sail, or foresail, to it, to as-
sist, if we should turn to windward; and, which was more than all,
I fixed a rudder to the stern of her to steer with; and though 1
was but a bungling shipwright, yet, as I knew the usefulness, and
even necessity of such a thing, I applied myself with so much
pains to do it, that at last I brought it to pass, though, con-
sidering the many dull contrivances I had for it that failed, I
think it cost me almost as much labour as making the boat. t,iJ
Defoe provides a skeleton of detail which the Imaginative reader can not
help but fill in. Lach laborious detail provides the nucleus for a sense of
the passage of time.
Not only detail habitual or selective can be U9«d to indicate the
lapse of time but also symbolism:
"She struggled, but weakened by degrees, and, finally, having
closed her eyes, with a helpless smile, surrendered her lips up to
him.
"A December snow-storm howled in the hearth-chimney, while, in
the meanwhile, in the rosy reflected glow of the flac.es, the pro-
cession of laughing naked ohildren under the thicket of the grapes
of Bacchus danced, playing with the most holy implements of the
Lord's Passion."6
The compression inherent in symbolisr invests the dance of the laughing
children with the suggestion of action but of time passing merrily by.
Instantaneous Time :
The novelist is continually confronted by the necessity of indicating
^Defoe, LABC, 201.
°Mere jkowski, RLDV
,
212
.
time. The most obvious solution of the problem is a definitive reference.
such as these phrases from a section of Death Gomes for the Archbishop :
”0ne afternoon in tno autumn of 1851..... He had been riding
since early morning His devotions lasted perhaps half an hour.
Nearly an hour went by and then An hour later, as darkness
came After supper A little later In the late afternoon
of the following day It was the late afternoon of Christmas
Day On Saturday, December 9th, in the year 1531 ”7
Such references are particularly necessary to orient the reader at the begin-
ning of a new section, time having lapsed in the interval between it and the
preceding section.
Hovels, like dramas, are made up of scenes. Occasionally there occurs
a Mbig scene” a crisis. Here the author is confronted with the problem of
presenting and Implying much all within a few memorable moments. Conrad
solves this problem of instantaneous time by a subtle association of envi-
ronment and thought;
?
'He (Willems) shouted towards the sombre heaven, proclaiming
desperately under the frown of thickening clouds the fact of his
pure and superior descent. He shouted, his head thrown up, his
arms swinging about wildly; lean, ragged, disfigured; a tall mad-
man making a great disturbance about some thing invisible; a being
absurd, repulsive, pathetic, and droll. Lingard, who was looking
down as if absorbed in deep thought, gave him a quick glance from
under his eyebrows: Aissa stood with clasped hands. At the other
end of the co rtyoard the old woman, like a vague and decrepit ap-
parition, rose noiselessly to look, then sank down again with a
stealthy movement and crouched low over the small glow of the
fire. Willems' voice filled the enclosure, rising louder with
every word, and then, suddenly, at its very loudest, stopped
short as water stops running from an over-turned vessel. As
soon as it had ceased the thunder seemed to take up the burden
in a low growl coming from the inland hills. The noise approached
in confused mutterings which kept on increasing, swelling into a
roar that came nearer, rushed down the river, passed close in a
tearing crash and instantly sounded faint, dying away in mono-
tonous and dull repetitions amongst the endless sinuosities of the
lower reaches. Over the great forests, over all the innumerable
people of unstirrlng trees— over all that living people immense.
7
Cather, DCA, 1356-1367.
.'i- a
motionless, and mute the silence, that had rushed in on the
track of the passing tumult, remained suspended as deep and com-
plete as if it had never been disturbed from the beginning of re-
mote ages. Then, through it, after a time, came to Lingard's
ears the voice of the running river: a voice low, discreet, and
sad, like the persistent and gentle voices that speak of the past
in the silence of dreams.
rtHe felt a great emptiness in his heart. It seemed to him
that there was within his breast a great Bpace without any light,
where his thoughts wandered forlornly, unable to escape, unable to
rest, unable to die, to vanish and to relieve him from the fear-
ful oppression of their existence. Speech, action, anger, forgiv-
eness, all appeared to him alike useless and vain, appeared to him
unsatisfactory, not worth the effort of hand or brain that was
needed to give them effect. He could not see why he should not
remain Btandirg there, without ever doing anything, to the end of
time. He felt something, something like a heavy chain, that held
him there. Tnis wouldn't do. He backed away a little from ..illems
and Aissa, leaving them close together, then stopped and looked at
both. The man and the woman appeared to him much further than
they really were. He had made only about three steps backward,
but he believed for a moment that another step would take him out
of earshot for ever. They appeared to him slightly under life
size, and with a great cleanness of outlines, like figures carved
with great precision of detail and highly finished by a skilful
hand. He pulled himself together. The strong consciousness of
his own personality came back to him. He had a notion of survey-
ing them from a great and inaccessible hoight."®
The mood of the scene is accentuated by the approaching storm and the rich-
ness of connotation of Conrad's diction. The omniscience readers admit in
an author permits him to depict Lingard's state of mind very plausibly.
Though not every scone is a "big scene" many of the novel's scones must
be presented vividly with dramatic immediacy. To project the roader into
the scene proper, Lewis makes effective use of a parenthetical psychological
impressionism:
"The lights were switched on; the women sat on the fronts
of th6ir chairs in that determined suspense whereby a wife indi-
cates that as soon as the present speaker has finished, she is
going to remark brightly to her husband, *Well, dear, I think
per-haps it's about time for us to be saying good-night. ' For
once Babbitt did not break out in blustering efforts to keep the
8Conrad, 01, 273.

party going. He had there wan something he wished to think
out i>ut the psychical research had started them off again.
(’Why Didn’t they go home l nhy didn’t they go home 2’) Though
he was impressed oy &ho profundity of the statement, he was
only half-enthusiastic when Howard Littlefield lectured, ’The
United btates is the only nation in which the government is a
Moral Ideal and not just a social arrangement.’ (’True true
weren’t they ever going home?’) He was usually dolighted to have
an ’inside view’ of the momentous world of motors but to-night he
scarcely listened to Eddie dwanson's revelation: ’If you want to
go above the Javelin class, tho Zeeco is a mighty good buy.
Couple weeks ago, and mind you, this was a fair, square test,
they took a Zeeco stock touring-car and they slid up the Tonawanda
hill on high, and fellow told me * ( ’Zaeco good boat but
Were they planning to stay all night? ’j”^
Between tho parentheses the reader peeps into the mind of Babbitt, and
shares the latter’s impatience with the lingering guests. This association
of the reader with a protagonist in the scene is one of the most common
methods of securing dramatic immediacy.
But it is not always necessary for the reader to identify himself with
the characters in the scene to experience it vividly. In the following sel-
ection, though tho thoughts are ostensibly Doctor Ed’s
,
the jjoint of view
is essentially detached:
’’For the first time it struck Doctor Ed that this was really
a beautiful graveyard. He thought of city cemeterieB: acres of
shrubbery and heavy stone, so arranged and lonely and unlike any-
thing in the living world. Cities of the dead, indeed: cities of
the forgotten, of the ’put away.* But this was open and free,
this little square of long grass which the wind forever stirred.
Nothing but the sky overhead, and the many-coloured fields run-
ning on until they met that sky. The horses worked here in sum-
mer; the neighbours passed on their way to town; and over yonder,
in the cornfield, Rosicky’s own cattle would be eating fodder as
winter came on. Nothing could be more undeathlike than this place;
nothing could be more right for a man who had helped to do the
work of great cities and had always longed for the open country
and had got to it at last. Rosicky* s life seemed to him complete
and beautiful."
^Lewis, B, 128-9.
i0Cathor, NR, 70-71
,
Willa Gather’s balanced phrases and parallel sentence structure imbue the
passage with a classical clarity that heightens the temporal perspective
from which the scene is viewed.
Closely allied to this philo sopnical perspective is that comprehensive
perspective which distance leads to the observer:
,,r
J?he mist took pity on the fretted structures of earlier
generations: the Post Office with its shingle- tortured mansard,
the red brick rainarets of hulking old houses, factories with
stingy and sooted windows, wooden tenements colored like mud.
The oity wa3 full of such grotesque ries, but the clean towers
were thrust ing them from the business center, and on the far-
ther hills were shining new xiousos, homes they seemed for
laughter and tranquility.”^
Lewis uses a sx>acial perspective to suggest the temporal perspective from
which he def. icts Zenith. Space and time seem to be as closely related in
literature as tney are in physics.
As opposed to the detachment inherent in the 1 ong- range perspective
,
there is the sense of dramatic inmediacy which can be secured by moans of
the present tense:
”liaud has once more kicked back her chair, says now she
has to leave. And Vladimir has risen, wants to shake her hand,
but she crazy woman! has some crazy impulse. The brazen
thing! He pushes his fingers through his hair, and she kisses
him, and he does not know Just how he feels. Then she is gon6
,
has slammed the door behind her.
Here the clipped sentence structure, the short phrases, the interjections
all these supplement the present tensi to produce th6 effect of immediacy.
Simultaneous Time
One way of treating the problem of simultaneous time is to section the
scenes and to open them with th6 Bams phrase
,
as Lewis does here:
^Lew is, S, 1.
j.ckstein, K, 15.
.•
.
"At that moment in the city of Zenith, Horace Updike was
making love to Lucile JLcKolvsy in her mauve drawing-room on hoyal
Ridge And at tnat moment in Zenith, a cocaine -runner and a
prostitute were drinking cocktails in Healey Hanson's saloon on
Front itreet At that moment in Zenith, two men sat in a lab-
oratory At that moment in Zenith, there was a conference of
four union officials as to whether the twelve thousand coal-
miners within a hundred miles of the city should strike At
that moment a G. A. R. veteran was dying At that moment
idike lionday was finishing a meeting At that moment leneca
Doane, the radical lawyer, and Hr. Kurt Yavitch, the histolo-
gist, were talking in Doano's library At that moment in
Zenith, Jake Offutt, the politician, and Henry T. Thompson were
in conference And at that moment George F. babbitt turned
13ponderously in bed "
"At that moment" is the common factor which unites the scenes in the reader's
mind, the magic carpet on which he flits from scene to scene while time is
halted by the Joshua- like author.
The senses furnish very useful transitionary devices to bridge the gap
from one scene to another that is taking place at the same time:
"And as he went ho heard a gentle drumming, liita the throb
of a wild pulse, filling the air with mystery. Looking upward
in the direction of the soft sound of the drum Hickey saw a thin
column of smoke going up at the euge of the wood. For at a lit-
tle fire in the hills Umbolulu was eating Cassidy."^
Hero sound and sight very naturally transfer the reader's attention from one
scene to the other.
Order of Time
"he order of time whioh any narrative may follow is mathematically lim-
ited to four possibilities: (1) chronological ordGr, (2) backward order,
(3) fluctuating order, ana (4) epic order.
The chronological order, which begins at the. beginning and goes steadi-
ly on to the end, is employed in such traditional novels as Lav id Gopierfield
^Lewis, B, 96-102.
* xftms&ny, UITH, 205
..
.
.
.
and. Don Qulau ts . This straightforward manner of presentation, the most "nat-
ural” method of narration, is particularly suited to the long novel, where
the length and the freedom of the form permit the author to begin at the be-
ginning. It can have the disadvantage of imposing a superficial logic of
the chroncs in place of a more valuable logic of causal sequence.
The backward order is more possible in theory than in practice. The
mechanism of retrospect starts tho story at the end *nd works back to the
beginning. ‘ ean 0 ’Fadin' s 3ird Alone begins with the narrator tin old man,
then goes back to the days of his youth and the events which brought about
the state of affairs at the opening of the tale. This rather freakish order
can be applied to only a few themes, and its unusualnass has a distracting
effect upon the reader.
The fluctuating order, in which tho narration progresses, retrogreses,
and progresses in varying succession, is best illustrated by listing the
ciiapt,6r headings of Aldous Huxley’s ’’dyoless in Gaza":
Chapter One August 30, 1933
Chapter Two April 4, 1934
Chapter Three August 30, 1933
Chapter Four November 6, 1902
Chapter Five December 8, 1926
On accasion the fluctuating order is very effective, but it must be used
with caution or it will result in the confusion both of the theme and the
reader.
The epic order beginning in tho middle, going back to the beginning,
and working forward to the end— is an artistically logical order to follow.
The reader is plunged in menlas res , and sufficient interest is generated to
'
carry him over the necessary exposition to the renewed interest with which
he follows the progress of the tale to the end.
j»iarks makes th6 following observations regarding tempo th6 rate at
which the story seems to move;
1. The tom^o aepGnas upon tne nature of the scene a death-scene being
’’slower" than a fist-fight but in general, the pace increases with
the emotion.
2. nack of clarity slows tempo, though perfect clarity does not neces-
sarily speea tne pace.
3. Accented words and phrases slow the tempo; polysyllables with light
accents sometimes speed it.
4. Variety in cadence the accent which exists between phrases, claus-
es, sentences quickens tne movemont of tlie story.
5. Hitting only the high spots elision speeds the pace.
The moralizing and philosophizing which made the tempo of Tom Jones and
Pamela drag in so many places lias, in the main, disappeared from the modern
novel.
A deliberate slowing of the tempo is of considerable value in heighten
ing suspense. Hugo used this device again and again. In the following
scene, the desperate Valjean hovers over the sleeping bishop; Hugo dwells
and dwells upon the moment:
"Hone could have told what was within him, not even himself.
To attempt to realise it, tno utmost violence must be imagined in
the presence of the moat extreme mildness. In his face nothing
could be distinguished with certainty. It was a sort of haggard
astonishment. He saw it; that was all. But what were his thoughts?
It would have been impossible to guess. It was clear that he was
moved and agitated. But of what nature was this emotion?”
The reader hurries on; what is Valjean going to do? But Hugo keeps the ac-
tion back, while the retarding description goes on:
”He did not remove his eyes from the old man. The only thing
which was plain from his attitude and his countenance was a strange
indecision. You would have said he was hesitating between two
15
Marks, Ci, 92-107

12
realms, that of the doomed and that of the saved. He appeared
ready either to cleave this skull, or to kiss this hand.' 1
Again that intolerable hiatus in the action, while the suspense mounts:
"In a few moments he raised his left hand slowly to his fore-
head and took off his hat; then, letting his hand fall with the
same slowness, Jean Valjean resumed his contemplations, his cap in
his left hand, his club in his right, and his hair bristling on
his fierce- looking head.
"Under this frightful gaze the bishop still slept in jjro-
foundest peace."
Only after the reader has struggled through this Intervening morass of olow
description does Hugo allow hi n to reach the hard ground of swift action:
Valjean 3teals the silver and escapes.
Literary Schools and Time
The realistic school of fiction tends to treat duration of time liter-
ally. (Witness James Joyce’s Ulyssea whose whole bulk covers only twenty-
four hours.) The realistic tenet of presenting a "life-like" picture is
particularly prone to result in an unplotted, unpattemed series of inci-
dents not causally related, slowing tie temp-o considerably. The x^sycholo-
gical introspection and streara-of-consciousness techniques which have gained
so much favor in the modern novel have also contributed much to the retarda-
tion of its tempo. To condensate for this, the re. lists have certain stylis-
tic practices which sp^ed up the pace of the tale: the elimination of modifi-
ers and connectives; short, Iloss, clipped sentences; and forthright inter-
jections in conjunction with a hard-boiled diction that carries emotional
overtones of "pep".
The romanticists, on the other hand, with their happy disregard of the
unities, wander freely over the infinitudes of time, with anything but a
16Hugo, LM, 87
.
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literal treatment of duration time. The tempo of roranntic novels is usu-
ally leisurely, made so by the romanticists' fondness for lone descriptions
and expositions, and their penchant for didactic, philosophical and rhapso-
dic asides

TIMS IN THA DHALJA
Duration of 'line
"The time of the representation and that of the action repre-
sented must 06 exactly coincident The time of the action ought
not to exceed twelve hours.” 1
This, tne narrowest interpretation of Aristotle’s conception of the Uni-
ty of Time in tragedy, was formulated by Caste lvetro in 1570. It is not fun-
damentally different from the practice of the French neo-classical school, as
described by John Dryden:
’’’The Unity of Time they comprehend in twenty-four hours, the
compass of a natural day, or aB neu.r as it can be contrived; and
the reason of it is obvious to every one, that the time of the
feigned action, or fablo of the play, should be proportioned as
near as can bo to the duration of that time in which it is repre-
sented: since, tneroforo, all plays are acted on the theatre in
the spaco of time much within the compass of twenty- four hours,
that play is to be thought tine nearest imitation of nature, whose
plot or action is confined within that time; and, by the same rule
which concludes this general proportion of time, it follows, that
all th6 parts of it ar6 (as near as may be) to be equally subdi-
vided; namely, that one act ta^B not up the supposed time of half
a day, which is out of proportion to the rest; since the other
four are then to be straitened within the compass of tne remaining
half: for it is unnatural that one act, which being spoke or writ-
ten is net longer than the rest, should be supposed longer by the
audience; it is therefore the poet’s duty, to take care that no
act should be imagined to exceed the time in which it is represen-
ted on the stage; and that the intervals and inequalities of time
be supposed to fall out b6twe6n the acts.*” 2
but Dryden is not satisfied with this narrow view. Using a quotation from
Corneille as a springboard, he points out the dangers attendant upon a too
close observance of the Unities:
””Tis easy for speculative persons to judge severely; but if
1Caste lvetro, P, 523
FUryden, i»P, 262-3.
1
they would produce to public vie \ ten or twelve pieces of this na-
ture, they would perhaps five more latitude to the rules than 1
have done, when oy experience they nad known hov; much we are lim-
ited and constrained by them, and how many beauties of the stage
they banished from it.' To illustrate a little what he lias said:
8y their servile observations of the Unities of Time and Place,
and integrity of scenes, they have brought on themselves tnat
dearth of plot, and narrowness of imagination, which may be ob-
served in all their plays. How many beautiful accidents might
naturally happen in two or three days, which cannot arrive with
any probability in tne compass of twenty-four hours? There is
time to bo allowed also for maturity of design, which, amongst
great and prudent persons, such as are often represented in Tra^.
gedy, cannot
,
with any likelihood of truth, be brought to pass
at so short a warning.
The dreoKs themselves, according to Lessing, conceived the unity of
time as being subservient to the all-important unity of action:
"Unity of action was the first dramatic law of tho ancients;
unity of time and place were more consequences of the foimor which
they would scarcely have observed more strictly than exigency re-
quired had not the combination with the chorus arisen.
They used the restriction as a means of simplifying the action, and to cut
away all that was superfluous.
The most tenable position regarding the duration of time in drama is
well stated by Corneille:
"The dramatic poem is an imitation, or better yet, a portrait-
ure of thfi actions of men; and it is beyond question that portrait-
ures are more excellent in proportion as they better resemble the
original. The (dramatic) representation lasts two hours, and would
be a perfect resemblance if the action portrayed did not demand
more to m ke it seem real. So let U3 not stop either with twelve
or with twenty- four hours; but let us confine the action of the
poem to tho smallest space of time that we can, that tho represen-
tation may better approach resemblance and perfection."^
The loss time an author requires to achieve a certain effect plausibly, the
more impressive is that effect.
^uryden, UP, 286-9.
"Lessing, HU, 418.
^Corneille, UTU, 531.

Since drama is by very nature objective, the tin# required for the ac-
tion on the stage is actual time. The drama is the one literary form in
which the continuous tir« of each scene is identical with ’’actual" time.
But tills is true only in theory; 6ven while the audience is looking at the
action on the stage, strange things are being done with tie: banquets last
only ten minutoe, hours speed mysteriously by, and there is no working clock
on the stage to nt.rk tne discrepancy.
Lapse of Time
The dramatic trjuasitions that bridge the gaps between the acts depend
for their effect upon the laws of causation and expectation. The audience,
after the first act of Lady Windermere’s Fan , is content to leave the inter-
vening time between tne opening scone and the party scene which follows it go
by without comment, because it is eager to discover whether Lady ' indarmere
really will strike iirs. hrlynn* with tho fan.
Baker mentions three ways of creating the illxision that the "supposed
time" is equal to the "real time" on the stage:
1. A long Bceno of com licated and absorbing emotion in the midst
of <* protracted emotional experience, the auuience does not accu-
rately mark the passage of time.
2. Strong motivation tnat tele scopes action auu cnungsa in character.
2. Get tne characterls) off the stagq
,
and write a "Cover Bceno".
Jut wnatever is written to cover a time space, long or short,
must help the movement of the play to its climax. 6
The most conventional way of denoting passage of tine is by the drop-
ping of the curtain. Indeed passage of time is one of the chief factors in
determining choice among three, four, or fivo acts, according to baker:
"If long spacos of time must be allowed for the dramatist
will need more entree to space, and consequently more acts."7
6Baker, j)T, 133-6
'Baker, DT, 120.

Thera are other stage conventions wnich perr.it the dramatist to convey
the impression of passage of time without unduly disturbing the illusion for
his audience: lapses cf time proceed apace during soliloquies (witness
Iaehimo’s soliloquy in Symbol ino Act XX, Scene 2: Just before it begins, a
Lady tells Imogen that it i3 "almost midnight.'' .-3 i: ends, he counts the
strokes of the clook ’’One, two, three, tiao, time*"); and in the choral
ode s which the Greek dramatists used to cover action off-stuge(as in Ageingca-
non
.
where the chorus sings while Clytemnestra is murdering .iganemnon and
Cassanura)
.
bhake apeare uses song to many purposes (v. Hoble* s Shake spe are ' o Use of
Song , Lonuon: Oxford University Press, 1923), among then the conveyance of
the impression of time: tne uuke and his merry gentlemen in the forest of
Araen in As You Like it literally "fleet the time carelessly" with song.
Another aevice, the allogorical figure such as Ghakospeare *b intro-
duction of the allegorical figure of Time in the fourth act of The Winter’s
Tale to explain the sixteen yoars that elapse between the third act and the
fourth is not in much favor with modern dramatists.
Instantaneous i'.e
The nature of the drama demands that the material it treats bo capable
of presentation in an objective form. This objectivity gives immediacy to
the action, an immediacy which may be heightened by specific references to
t Lou
.
"Direct allusions to tits hour and the day, and close con-
tinuity of action, seem to add to the vividness with which a
play impresses the imagination."8
When characters are In a state of tension, it is natural tnat they look at
6
nuland, PTKD, 184.

the clock. This may account for the numerous time references to be found in
all dramas, references which constitute a closed- in frame of time that gives
intensity to dramatic conflict and emphasizes the passage of time.
To supplement time indication by definite reference in the speechos of
the characters, lighting is a valuable aid. By t-hc dimming of lights, man
can mak6 the evening come and the night fall on the stage; moonlight, sun-
light, candle-light all those can xe faithfully reproduced on the modern
stage.
Double-Tima
'•The characteristic thone of fiction is the alteration of
hurtox personality undor the pressure of c ire urnstwice which re-
quires time. Yet there must be also a brisk sequence of inci-
dent.
In tho adjustment of those two elements lapse of time to make charac-
ter change plausibiG, and rapid tempo to mak6 the narrative dramatic lies
the genesis of “Double-Time “i
'The Double-Time scJveme is a method of dealing with the
dramatic element of tine whereby two impressions are given sim-
ultaneously one of swiftness and one of slowness; by one ser-
ies of allusions the action seems to drive ahead furiously,
while by another series the Lapse of weeks and months is ex-
pressed.
The “short ti. e rt of double-time, with its illusion of rapid novemont, makes
the play dramatic; the “long time”, which accounts for the changes in the
situations due to lapse of time, ml& s the play plausible.
The advantages inherent in Double-Time are summarized by Sprague thus:
“At its best, the double- time method combines with the free
movement of romantic drama some of the advantages to be got by ad-
herence to the unities.
“
A1
*Buland, PTED, 184
•Dulaad, PTLD, 184
ilSprague, 8A, 48.

On the one nand, the dxWBatiftt has the toapoiftl freedom of the romanticists,
while on the other he has the classical compression of the unities.
That i>iiakesp6are consciously or unconsciously practised Pouble-Time
no one can doubt who examines tne 178 pages of specific references to Long
1 ?
and Short Time in his plays compiled by Clarke.
Simultaneous Time
The orthodox means of depicting simultaneous tine on the stage is to
present the two scenes one after the other. An interesting variation, but
one which is nrone to res alt in the confusion of the audience by its divi-
sion of the audience’s attention, is the use of multiple stage levels. Thus,
in one Loves he Lot action takes place on the first *ind second stories of a
house; and in Tho ..ternal Road five stage levels permit the author to pre-
sent simultaneously scenes taking place in Biblical and in modern times.
The screen, in The Lins of hade Ion Claude t
.
used a similar method, the
parallel actions of Ladolon and ner son running side by side on the screen.
Order of Tims
A strictly chronological order of time is impossible on the stago ; some
exposition of the preceding action is necessary. The most natural order is
the epic ordor from middle to beginning to end. Aristotle defines the
terms very satisfactorily:
”A oeginnlng is that which does not itself follow anything by
causal necessity, but after which something naturally is or comes
to be. An end, on the contrary, is that which itself naturally fol-
lows some other thing, either by necessity, or as a rule, but ha6
nothing following it. A middlo i3 that which follows something as
some other thing follows it."*3
^Clarke, SK, 105-283
13Aristotle, P, 11.

Tne most; tragic order of tine is a special aspect of the epic order,
according to Lucas:
In tragedy a terrible inevitability is gained by beginning,
not at the very beginning, but just before the catastrophe, when
the tragic mistakes have been made and aro beyond God Himself to
undo The past indeed is the most tragic of the tenses. If it
was ha^jy, it is no more; if it was disastrous, it cannot be un-
done . M
Tempo
The drama differs from other literary forms in that it is depnndent for
its effects not solely upon the author but also upon all the others who co-
operate to produce it actors, director, and audience. An unskilled oast
fumbling its cues, « director misinterpreting the aim of tne dramatist, or
an unresponsive audience upon such non-author ial el< m nts does tne tempo
of a play depend: a cast jadau oy repeated perfonnances, necnanioally recit-
ing over- familiar lines can slow the tempo of tne fastest scene; a director
eager for a comic effect may distort the tempo of a serious scene; an audi-
ence unverseu in the special aspects of a play’s theme may find the pace too
swift for tneir comprehension; in any event, the intent of tne autnor has
not Deen fulfilled.
^oswortn auvances a theory to explain wny farce and comeay have a speed-
ier tempo tnan tragedy:
'^ow notes on any musical instrument vibrate at a slower rate
than high ones, bombra emotions correspond to these low notes, and
are expressed in the lower tones of the voice. The vocal sounds
vibrat8 at a slower rate and the readings are slower as well. Com-
edy is found to employ the higher tones of the voice, and the vib-
rations are therefore higher. The readings of separate lines are
also delivered at a higher rate of speed.'*15
Lucas, T, 81-2.
ljBosworth, 7DA, 201

Augeae G’i.eill uses toiu-t orris very effectively to keep r*xco with the in-
creasing teraix) of Lmperor Jones . Music can subtly accentuate the tempo of
each ac6ne f as it dose in The Kternal Kocd .
As a genera 1 rule the toapo speeds up from the crisis to the climax,
then slows down with the resolution of the conflict.
The deliberate retardation of the action of a play to allow the audi-
ence leisure to savor the richness of a moment is one of the playwright* s
most useful tools. . itness the inn scene In King Henry IV in which Prince
Hal and Poins tell the audience just what they ore going to do to Falstaff,
and predict just what lies he will tell, end just how they will catch him.
Aith what relish ohakespeare dwells upon the hoax!
Krows16 declares that retardation fills acting time and lends plausibi-
lity by making certain scenes "sink in".
Interruptions In the action, notes Archer* 7
,
slow down the tempo of the
play but heighten the suspense, a possible explanation of the slow fourth
acts commonly observable in the plays of Shakespeare.
but the dramatist muet not forget the dangers inherent in a too lavish
use of retardation; the quick- thinking audience sees in the first meeting of
the hero and heroine tne happy ending in the last act, and the dramatist must
never be slower than his audience.
Time is roi active element in both suspense and surprise. In both, the
effect comes of a sudden shift in tempo from slow to fast.
J^Krows, PP, 160 .
1
'Archer, P-k, 196
.
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III
Tliiii IN THH SHORT STORY
The short story is the most circumscribed of the forms of prose narra-
tive. because the short story _is short molt air, in p^rvo it is by very
nature particularly suoj6Ct to tnc strictures of time. In the attainment of
that totality of impression ”with the greatest economy of means consistent
with the utmost emphasis", the author must pay careful attention to nis
treatment of the time « lenient in the story.
.Duration of Ti.ne
dement" suggests three reasons why tho short story writer should observe
the unity of time:
1. It is difficult, in the short story, to create the illusion of
the passage of time.
2. It is difficult to keep related a series of scenes where the
action takes place over a long period of time.
3. It is difficult to ckbtt) convincing a series of events which
must necessarily be f rafjnentnry unless the story is to run to
inordinate lengths.
as a consequence of these difficulties the short Btory usually chooses
themes capable of treatment in a short duration of time life’s intenser
momenta .
Lapse of Time
Instead of making bald statements of the passage of time, dement 2 lists
the following methods:
1. Mention of events which have talren place during the interval
time
.
2. A bri6f description of incidents which have caused a change in
the situation.
^dement, WSS, 188.
2h0ment, WS3
,
189.
*c
3. Changes in the appearance, habits, ate. of one of the charac-
ters.
4. Reference to a cinuige in the season, perhaps accompanied by a
brief description.
Lapse of t i:.i6 must be treated with great care in the short story in or-
der to preserve tne illusion of plausibility within a short space. A com-
mon method of treating lapse of t ime is through retrospect on the part of
one of the. story’s characters:
"Ognev kept glancing at \erotcnka's bare head and shawl, and
days of spring and summer rose to his mind one after another. It
had been a period when far from his grey Petersburg lodgings, en-
joying the friendly warmth of kind people, nature, and the work he
loved, he had not had time to notice how the sunsets followed the
glow of dawn, and hoe, one after another foretelling the end of
3umo.er, first the nightingale ceased singing, then the quail, than
a little later the landrail. The days slipped by unnotice d, so
tlUit life must have been harpy and easy. He began calling aloud
how reluctantly he, poor and unaccustomed to change of scene and
society, had come at the end of April to the B District,
where he had expected dreariness, loneliness, and Indifference to
statistics, which he considered was now the foremost among the
sciences. Then he arrived on an April morning at the little town
of ft he had put up at the inn Kept by Ryabuhin, the Old Be-
liever, where for twenty kopecks a day they had given him a li^ht,
clean room on condition that he should not smoke indoors ^
This definitive method of time recollection may be suited to such a punctil-
ious character as the statistical government worker of Chekhov’s story, but
it is not to be recommended for wide use.
Less obvious y manner of covering tho years is provided by a chronicle
style. In the narration of the momentous occasions that highlighted the in-
terim the reader spans the years;
"But the struggle she'd had to bring up those six little
children and keep herself to herself. Terrible it had beoni Than,
just when they were old enough to go to school her husband's sister
came to step with them to help things along, and she hadn't been
there more than two months when she fell down a flight of steps and
hurt her spine. And for five years iia Parker had another baby and
^Chekhov
,
V
,
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sucu c* one for crying! to look after. Then young Laudie went
wrong and took her sister Alice with her; ths two boys emigriraated,
and young Ji- went to India with the army, and ntnel, tne youngest,
married a good-for-nothing little waiter who died of ulcers the
year little Lonnie was born. Ana now little Lennie ny granuson. . . '•
In this passage the reader senses tne passage of time through the conscious-
ness of La Parker.
The method of retrospect is a very common one, the transitional instru-
ment usually being soma concrete object, like the letter in the following ex-
tract:
"The name of my Aunt Oeorgiana opened before me a gulf of re-
collection so wide and deep that, as the letter dropped from ny
hand, 1 felt suddenly a stranger to all the present conditions of
my existence, wholly ill at ease and out of place amid tho familiar
surroundings of ray study. I became, in short, the gangling fanner-
boy my aunt had known, scourged with chilblains and bashfulness, ay
hands cracked and sore from th6 com husking. I sat again before
her parlour organ, fumbling the scales with my stiff, rod fingers,
while she, beside me, made canvas mittens for the buskers."0
The letter starts the train of thought which transports narrator (and reader)
back in time, making nim note the passage of time by very contrast.
Llision is peculiarly suited to tho short story* In the resume which
comes as tne climax of "ihe Price of tho Head" Hussell summarizes in one em-
phatic sentence the activities of months:
"That was the way of it. That was all the mystery. The sav-
age had fallen enamoured of the head of the beachcomber, and bnris-
topher Alexander Pellett had been betrayed by his fatal red whis-
kers. In Karaki’s country a white nan’s head, well smoked, is a
thing to be desired above wealth, above lands and chieftohips, fame,
and the love of women. In all Karaki’s country was no head like
the head of Pellett. Therefore Karaki had served to win it with
the patience and single faith of a Jacob. For this he had schemed
and waited, cone itted theft and murder, expended sweat and cunning,
starved and denied himself, nursed, watched, tended, fed, and saved
his man that he might bring the head alive and on the hoof, ao to
Jkansfield, LaP, 110-111
5Cather, WM, 228.
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speak, to the spot where he could remove it at leisura and enjoy
the fruits of his labour in safety.”6
The one sentence that skims over the action of the preceding months owes
part of its effect to the elision that hurries the reader over the time that
passed.
Sometimes a bizarre effect can be produced by bald elision, i r. .Yhid-
den* in "ExtraJ ExtraJ”
,
goes down four flights of stairs into a rainy
night to buy a newspaper for his nagging wife, with one empty line to pre-
cede it, the next paragraph begins "Iweivo years later ”
Sheer repetition hammers nome the impression of time passing painfully
by in this passage
:
"In the meantime the oiler and the oorro apondent rowed, and
also they rowed.
"They sat together in the same seat, and each rowed an oar;
then the oiler took boath oars; then th6 correspondent took both
oars; then the oiler; then the correspondent, -hey rowed and they
rowe d.
”
"Rowed” becomes a bell that tolls the passing of tine* every time it is re-
peated, hours seem to have passed.
A subtle form of repetition is hidden in the cadenced rhythm of Bibli-
cal pro Be*
"/aid Rabbi Kathan told her of his master’s return to Bratzlav,
and of the great work which he hau done there. fcHe wrote pamphlets
which annihilated his enemies, and great philosophical works. He
showed that good deeds were worth more than a pure soul, and that
Lilith did not bear demons by the lost seed of pollutions. And yet
he was not proud, he still went up into the mountains and lived
alone in the woods, and everywhere he practised humility. Some-
times in the evening before the Habbath and sometimes on the morn-
ing of the babbath, som6tii.es even on plain days he used to 3it
with us outside his aoubs and favor us with his wisdom. He sat
on a piece of wood and leaned against a wall facing the south, and
“Russell, PH, 43.
^Sherwood, iiu, 338.
"'Urane, OB, 1208-9.
.
spoke to us of unearthly things. Often he sat on the north side,
soraetirr.es on the west side, at ti. es on the east side; and some-
times he sat in tns courtyard of the synagogue. Often he took
walks with us to places near tne city, and in all these places he
discoursed with us of great and hoxy things, he told us that lie
was a river of flowing water which purified of all stain. He told
us tnat in comparison with him ala tile sages of Israel were like an
onion peel. And one day we learned from him that he was the most
mouest of all famous men.
The repetition of tne sentence structure, of details, and of ideas, anhanoed
by the ironical nature of tne story's tnerae, giv~a an unobtrusive impression
of the passage of time.
The snort story cannot spend so much space on detail as can tne novel,
but nowhere is the use of detail more legitimate than in the significant in-
dication of the passage of time:
"As time had passed, and they had only themselves to look
after, their movements had become slower and slower, their activi-
ties fewer and fewer. The annual Keep of pigs had Deen reduced
from five to one grunting porker, and the single horse which
Henry now retained was a sleepy animal, not over-nourished and
not very clean. 1'he chickens, of which formerly tnere was a
large flock, had almost disappeared, owing to ferrets, foxes,
and tne lack of proper care, which produces disease, Vhe former
healthy garuen was now a straggling memory of itself, and the
vines and flow6r-beus that formerly ornamented the windows and
hooryara h&u now become choking thickets. A will had been made
which divided the small tax-eaten property equally among the re-
maining four, so that it was r6ali; of no interest to any of
them. Yet these two lived together in peace and sympathy', only
that now anu then olu henry would become unduly cranky, com-
plaining almost invariably that something had been neglected or
mislaiu which was of no importance at all.
'"Phoebe, where's my corn-knife? You ain't never minded to
let my things alone no more.'
"'Sow you hush, Henry,* his wife would coution hin in a
crackeu unu squeaky voice. 'if you don't. I'll leave yuh. 1*11
git up and walk out of here some day, ana then where would y'be?
Y'ain't got anybody but me to look after yuh, so yuh just behave
yourself. Your corn knife's on the mantel where it's alluc been
been unless you'\e gone an' i>ut it summers else.*"^
9iianheim, SKW, 141.
1QHreis8r, IP, 1574.
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The reduction of the number of pigs, the sleepy horse, the decimation of the
chickens, the neglected garden such gradual decay takes time, ana makes
the passage of time credible to the reader.
Instantaneous Tims
Anderson uses the present tense to paint a scene vividly; the universal-
ity of the details justify the present tense which gives the passage itB im-
mediacy:
"Well, out of the stables they come end the boys are on their
backs and it's lovely to be there. You hunch down on top of the
fence and itch inside you. Over in the shade the niggers giggle
and sing. Bacon is being fried and coffee made. Everything smells
lovely, nothing smells better than coffee and manure and horses
and niggers and bacon frying and pipes being smoked out of doors
on a morning like that. It just gets you, that's what it does."* 1
The appeal to the senses of the reader, who associates himself with the ob-
server, heightens tho effect of the present tense.
But it is not always necessary to use the present tense to impart dra-
matic iar.ediacy to a scene. The following passage excitingly ue scribes the
scene of the moment in a curious mixture of past, present and future tenses:
"No word spoke the deliverer. But the iuarohena! 2ho will now
receive her child she will press it to her heart Bhe will cling
to its little form, and smother it with her cares es. Alas! another's
arias have taken it from the stranger another's arms have taken it
away and borne it afar off, unnoticed, into the palace I j>na the
-onrchosa! Her lip her beautiful lip trembles; tears are gather-
ing in her eyes those eyes which, like Pliny's acanthus, are
'soft ;md almost liquid'. Yes, tears are gathering in those eyes
and see! the entire wanan thrills throughout tho soul, and the sta-
tue has started into lifeJ The pallor of the marble countenance,
the swelling of the marble boson, the very purity of the marble
feet, ue behold suddenly flushed over with a tide ungovernable
crimson; and a slight shudder quivers about her delicate frame, as
a gentle air at Napoli about the rich silver lilies in the grass.
T
*7/hy should that lady blush? To this demand there is no ans-
wer except that, having left, in the eager haste and terror of a
11Anderson, IWKW, 12
c
mother's heart, the privacy of her own boudoir, she had neglected
to enthrall her tiny feet in their slippers, and utterly forgotten
to throw over her Venetian shoulders that drapery which is their
due. 7/hat other possible reason could there have been for her so
blushing? for the glance of those ,sild appealing eyes? for the
unusual tumult of that throbbing bosom? for tho convulsive pres-
sure of that trembling hand that hand which fell, as lientoni
turned into the palace, .accidentally upon the hand of the stranger?
.«n& t reason could the^e have been for the low the singularly low
tone of those unmeaning words which the lady uttered hurriedly in
bidding him adieu? "Thou hast conquered,* she said, or the murmurs
of the water deceived me; *thou hast conquered one hour after
sunrise e shall moat so let it bej***^
This melodramatic mingling of the eagerly anticipatory future tense with the
descriptive past and present tenses plausibly presents the scene through the
eyes of a bystander.
Simultaneous Time
The short story resembles the play in the continuous nature of its ac-
tion. The limitations of its length impose restrictions in time and space
which usually lea.s the short story writer to avoid tho presentation of sim-
ultaneous scenes. On the relatively Infrequent occasions when simultaneous
scenes appear in the short story, the technique used in tho novel section-
ing, parallel structure, definitive reference— is used in tho short 3tory.
OrdGr of Time
I TC
John dal11shaw maintains th t Hthere are only two ways to tell the
modem short story: Chronologically, or in a Flash-back ( ant i-chrono logical-
ly).** Taken literally, this is manifestly too arbitrary, but it is true
that all orders of time are combinations of tho two fundamental methods.
The epic ordGr, so natural to the drama, i9 even more necessary in the short
story, which must bep in lthout undue preamble, proceed without distraction.
jpPoe
,
A, 375-380.
13Gallishaw, OTWAS, 486.

and end with despatch.
The treatment of the order of time Is often limited by the point of
view selected for the story. The first person narrative, with its attendant
device of reminiscence, enables the author to ass n turally and plausibly
from present to past:
"Them two was always argufying. My Dad wanted Mo on Manor to
be modem, but Ike hated machinery. He took a ax and chopped up
the first mow what My Dad bought on accounts it cut off a jack-
rabbit's leg, and I recollect well the first time he saw a car.
"Him and Us Kids had all been berrying and when we come up
outa the river bottom we saw that our hitching oosts was all billed
up with teams and ponies, and that our big corral fence wa9 lined
with neighbors. This often happened; folks heared of something and
then come to hear what Ike thought about it. As we come up. Big
Melody what was sitting long side of My Dad on the corral gate
called out, 'Well, Parson, what's the sermon tonight?'
"Big I/elody always said this and it always made Ike mad, but
this night he didn't answer back on accounta we all had saw the
thing. We knowed what it was from the papers, but we was all corn-
fluttered to see one standing right there by our corral like as if
it had a right. A city man was sitting on the front seat. Ike
walked up to him looking so mad that the City Man put up his fists.
Ike turned to My Dad. 'You sit there on your goddamned monkey tail
and laugh, with a thing like that on your homeplace,' Ike said,
'David, you're a disgrace to the Moons.'
"'Drive it around the corral a coupie of times, Mr. Kalkins,'
My Dad said, laughing so he had to put his hands over his heart
where the pain always come. 'Let Ike see how it goes.'
"It made a noise like thunder in the Firehole Divide when it
moved. Ike dropped the berry pails and lifted Us Kids up to tiy
Dad outa harm's way. The hosses began to scream and kick and one
team broke loose and ran with the buggy right out in our potato
patch afore the thing stopped.
"'It’s a magic wonder the earth don’t open right up and swal-
low such a blasphemous thing,' Ike marveled. 'It's worse than a
train, cause it ain't got no tracKs so's you can figure out wnare
it'll go.’"14
The danger inherent in the method is a facile discursiveness which might vio
late the Unity of Subject so essential to the short story. In the above pas
sage the dirr&ssion so typical of reminiscence is artistically justified by
14rShumway, IUM, 64-5
cc
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the light it throws upon the cnaracter of Ike.
The numbered procession (one hesitates to call it. progression) which
character ize s Villa’s •’Untitled Story" over-rides the order of tire with an
arithmetical imposition which is singularly unsatisfying:
•*1 Father Did not understand my love for Vi, so Father sent
roe to America to study away from her. I could not do anything and
I left.
"2 I was afraid of ny father.
"3 On the boat I was seasick and I could not eat. I thought
of home and ny girl and I had t roubles dreams.
"4 The blue waves in the young sunlight were like azure danc-
ing flowers but they danced ceaselessly to the tune of the sun, to
look at them made roe dizzy. Then I would go to roy cabin and lie
down and sometimes 1 cried.
"5 We were one month at sea. When I arrived in America I was
lonely.
"6 1 windowshopped at idarket Street in San Francisco and later
when I was in Los Angeles I went to Hollywood but 1 remained lonely.
"7 1 saw President Hoover’s home in Palo Alto but I did not
care for President Hoovei.
"8 In California too I saw a crippled woman selling pencils on
a sidewalk. It was night and she sat on the cold concrete like an
old hen but she had no brood. She looked at me vith dumb faithful
eyes.
"9 The nigger in the Pullman burred to himself. At night he
prepared our berths and he was automatic like a machine. As I looked
at him I Knew I did not want to be a machine.
"10 In the university where I v.ent there were no boys yet.
It was only August and school would not begin until September. The
university was on a hill and there the winds blew strong. In my
room at night 1 could hear the winds howling like helpless young
puppies. The winds were little blind dogs crying for thei-* mother.
"11 where was the mother of the winds? I lay in bed listening
to the windchildren crying for the ir mother but I would fall asleep
before their mother had returned to them.
"12 During the day the little blind puppies did not whimper
much. It was only at night that they gr6w afraid of the dark and
then they cried for their mother. Did their mother ever come to
them? LSaybe their mother had a lover and she loved this lover more
than the little blind puppies."^-5
Even the logic of mathematics cannot bridge the wide gap between the realis-
tic and the mystic in this disconnected catalog of paragraphs.
15t ilia, US, 309-310.
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Tempo
The beet tempo is one t&.t is in harmony with the material; in the fol-
lowing passage, the monotony of the material results in a slow tempo:
"He had married his wife very largely because there was no one
else who could so easily be married; and she, after attending quite
a respectable time, hah married him because no one better had turned
up.
"it was not that any particular urgency of the blood drove them
to each other’s arms; for they could not have mustered one infan-
tile passion between them. Xt was t licit one married at a certain
time after leaving scnool. it is one of the things that are done.
They lived on tne same tram-line. They went to the same Church.
They attended the same semi-clerical or lay clerical meetings and
missions whicn every Church fosters. They were thus cont inually
meeting, and at last saluting, and at long last, through the in-
troduction of a clergyman, speaking.
"He saw her home once: he saw her home again: then he always
saw her home."^ 6
The monotonous succession of simple declarative sentences of the same unvary-
ing structure is in perfect keeping with the 3low tern, o of the drab theme.
Type of btoiy and Time 'Technique
The literary theories which the author holds will affect his treatment
of the time element. Impressionism, for example, deals very plausibly with
the problem of continuous time:
"’You have a spark of the divine fire,’ Miss Cox said. ’You
should make writing your vocation.*
"Elizabeth flamed. Miss Cox, my dear, themes about immigrants,
blackboards and desks whirled and fused in the divine fire
"To kiss Ferry Greeco was the aorist of tithemi end Xenophon’s
march in the AnabaBis. Elizabeth always said to herself as she
came into the 3 A room I hate l*iss Ferry, the aorist and Xenophon.
Oh, how I hate them.
"hut this morning Elizabeth only pitieu iaiss Ferry. 3he had
no spark of the divine fire, poor thing
"’Low, *.iss Aorris, will you please give me the principal
parts of the verb to giv6.*
"That was didami. hut what was the perfect tense? Divine
fire, divine fire.
^Stephens, D, 329
« - -- -
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"
’If you don’t know, you may sit down. But I warn you that
unless you do your home lessons better you are not going to pass
this month. ’
"Divine fire, divine fire "17
The strong thread of "divine fire" knits together the activities of the day.
But impressionism is not limited only to the presentation of continuous
time. It is singularly effective in suggesting tinelessness, of being adrift
on a sea of tine now going forward, now backward
,
now hovering on the brink
of a wave, now plunging, plunging
"It is the world of eternal night, thinks Joan Silvius.
Charlemagne. Auerochs. Merovingian hatchets. Arioste. Con bil-
lion years emerge with wail arid whine. Shifting of substantives.
Idols on rocks, liouming d&noo.
"The organ weeps the Dies Irae .
"Jean stamps into a fable. There had been love, there had
been drunkenne ss, there had been chaos. Hot much with which to
grow hopeful, or with which to storm a few more years. He X-rays
the past six months. A dump-heap. Broken casseroles. Lizards.
Letters smeared with dung. Weeds. Safety- razor blades. And In
ashes lies the broken verse.
"This is the nave of a Gothic church. Bats : re in the organ-
loft. St. .bcthony smiles in the stained-glass window.
"fi catafalque wreathed with dripping candles stands in f>«ont
of the altar. Jean’s father lies beneath the dark draperies and
the autumn flowers, hie hands folded over his breast, his face a
waxen mask.
The inchoate, disconnected series of sentences defies the laws of time and
almost of comprehension.
The realistic short story, on the other hand, almost a sketch in its un-
plotted structure, tends to treat time chronologically
,
avoiding retrospec-
tive exposition as much as possible. "A Casual Incident"1 ^ is typical of the
school in its photographic record of experience, in the phonographic repro-
duction of dialogue, and its minimum of exposition. Yet, despite the repe-
~
'Foley, OS, 8P-4.
^Jolas, D, 111.
Farrell, 01, 75-80
I
tiveness of the conversation, the tempo has the illusion of rapidity which
conversation usually Imparts to a narrative.
Only stories of fantasy completely disregard time. Time is of no con-
sequence in such a passage as this:
’’And I looked long at those curve i and beautiful bones that
were no longer able to hurt the smallest creature in all the worlds
that they had made. And I thought long of the evil that they had
done, and also of the good. But when I thought of The ir great hands
ooming red And wet from battles to male a primrose for a child to
pick, then I forgave the gods.
’’And a gentle rain came falling out of heaven find stilled the
restless sand, and a soft gr6en moss grew suddenly and covered the
bones till thoy looked like strange green hills, and I heard a cry
and awoke and found that I nad dreamed, and looking out of ny house
into t r c sSieet I found that a flash of lightning had killed a child.
Then I knew that the g-od3 still lived.”2®
The dreamer, in looking at his vision, hu.s no thought of the ticking: of the
clock.
The moralizing inherent in the didactic tale usually results in a 3low
tempo. Aaso
;
.*s /aoles are swift narratives until tno instruction which puts
clogs on man’s imagination slows the pace down. In a similar way, the con-
cluding paragraphs of 0. Henry’s ”dift of the -lagi’* diva into the murky
wators of moral disquisition where before the story had flown in the airy
depths of fiction.
The surprise short story is characterized by a sudden shift in tempo
from slow to fast. Thus, in ”0ur Lady’s Juggler”, Anatole France leisurely
takes six pages to describe how barnaby, the itinerant juggler, turned monk,
and in his simple heart longed to emulate the vorks of reverence his fellow
monks performed for the glory of the Virgin; he mysteriously sought solitude
”A demeanour so strange awakenoi the curiosity of the monks.
’’These began to ask one another for what purpose brother Bur-
20hungany, BW
,
189.
.
naby could be indulging so persistently in retreat.
”Tho prior, whose duty it is to let nothing; escape him in the
behavior of his children in religion, resolved to Icaen a watch
over dumuby during hie v;ithdraw&ls to the chapel. One day, then,
when he was shut up tnere after his custom, the prior, acconj-kanied
by two of the older iuonxs, went to discover through tlie chinks in
the door wh^t was going on within thu charnel.
"They suv; Burnaby before the altar of tne hie seed \ irgin,
head downwards, with hi a feet in the air, auu he was juggling with
six balls of copper aia a dozen halves. In horn ur of the Holy
lather of Goa he was lerforaing these feats, which aforetime liad
won hir most renown. Kot recognizing that the sir pie fellow was
thus placing at the service of the Blessed Virgin his knowledge
and skill, the two old monks exclaimed against the sacrilege.”
Then, in one short paragraph, in almost breathless tempo, comes the denoue-
ment:
’’The prior was aware how stainless was damaby’s soul, but he
concluded that he had been seized with madness. They were all
three preparing to lead him swiftly from the chapel, when they saw
the Blessed V irgin descend the steps of the altar and advance to
wipe away with a fold of her azure robe the sweat which was drop-
ping from her Juggler’s forehead.”2 ^-
The unexpected comes, and the tenao racos with it.
The action 9tory, with its strongly plotted structure, has a tight time
scheme and the ra id tempo which ij the usual cone mitant of violent physioal
activity. The puli magazines furnish Innumerable exara Iqk of this type.
The atmoejheric tale, whose best-known practitionor is acigar Allan Poe,
usually deals with a ^frozen moment* and its slow tempo is ?. result of tie
long descriptions essential to its type.
21
‘France, OBJ, 227
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IV
SUMMARY
Duration of Tlr.a
The duration of time covered by any narrative is dependent chiefly
upon the nature of its theme. A conplox theme, requiring subtle development
of a number of details, usually results in a lengthy narrative and a consid-
erable span of tine; thus, novels trace the growth of individuals and fami-
lies through hundreds of pages anu ue cades of time. A comparatively simple
theme, such as tnose characteristically treated in the short story, covers
both a short space and a 3hort period of time. The drama, which can vary
its length from one to five acts and more (witness O’Neill's dramas), ranges
in time span from the briefness of the short story to the exi ansiveness of
the novel.
It is the theme, through the Unity of Subject, which determines the
duration of time necessary to any particular story* the theme is the bed of
Procrustes to which the length of time must be adjusted.
Lapse of Time
The scenic structure is characteristic of all narrative. The scene
may be considered the unity in every form of narrative, and time the connect-
ing, unifying factor, ^aoh scene is realistic in its time treatment, i. e.,
continuous, with story tire approximating chronological time.
It is the problem of Lapse of Tine to join the successive scenes in a
plausible time sequence, a problem which can be solved by a wider applica-
tion of the dramatic concept of Double- 1 iioe. During each scene the reader
is conscious of a swift time the Short Time of double-time; but in the
-*>
links which bind together the scenes the author makes the reader aware of
the lapse of time the Long Time of double- time.
Some specific methods used to indicate the lapse of time are:
Direct reference
Chronicle style
Mechanical methods
a* In novel and short story asterisks, space divisions,
sections.
b. In drama stage conventions, curtain.
Describing the events that oocurrGd in the interim
Rapid retrospect
Klislon
Symbolism
"Habitual" detail
Repetition (in effect, a slow tempo that makes time drag so that
much time seems to have passed in reR tivoly short
space
}
Cadeneed prose
Strong motivation (causation bridges the gaps in time)
"Cover scene" (in drama)
The cover scene, widely used in the drama, can be applied to both novel
and short story. It depends for its effect upon the psycho logical nature of
story time that peculiar phenomenon in which time seems to cluster around
moments of violent action and emotion. By appealing to the "just then" of
his reader's consciousness with a swift-moving scene, the author can impress
his reader's sub-consciousness with the passage of time. hile the device
Is particularly suited to the stage where the reader must go forward with
the action, and cannot return to quibble unduly— the cover scene can be ef-
fectively used in the other forms of narrative.
Instantaneous Time
To treat each scene with dramatio imediacy the author may first set
the scene vividly by appealing to the senses of the reader in a description,
and placing it definitely in time (month, day, year). Then no may cause the
reader to associate himself with a character in the scene by presenting the
(
scene through the latter’s eyos ("by psychological projection or t pression-
ism). Again, he nay view the scans from a temporal perspective
,
seeing it
in all its philosophical implications*
The mechanic, 1 concomitants of Instantaneous Time are usually the use
of the pros nt tense and the descriptive past.
Simultaneous Time
The problem of simultaneous time arises more frequently in the novel
than In the short story or drama. The drama, on rare occasions, uses mul-
tiple 3tages to treat simultaneous scenes, or simply follows one scene by
the other. The novel, with its complex structure of interlacing incidents,
often requires tho author to present scenes occurring simultaneously. The
short story shares with the novel the simultaneous time technique of arrange
ing sections in parallel form and/or passing from one to tho other by the
following transitions:
By concrete detail (letter, scrap-book, etc.)
By association of ideas
By the same introductory time phrase.
Order of Time
Though all orders of time are fundamentally combinations of the chrono-
logical and anti-chronological, the epic order is to be ^referred in tho
shorter forms of narrative, and snares equal honors vrith the chronological
in the novel.
Tempo
Tempo is not an absolute: it is a relation between author jmd reader
that varies with every reador. The same passage may seem to tave a swift
tempo to one reader a slow tompo to another. If the author is proceding
faster with t';e tr.lo than the reader, the latter has the impression of a
(
swift tempo; if the reader is anticipating the author of a slow tempo.
borne of the elements which keep the author in advance of the reader,
and consequently spaed the tompo are:
Conversation
Action (physical activityj
Strict adherouce to unity
Objective presentation (indirect narration)
Rapid time transitions
Stylistic mechanisms
a. Elimination of modifiers and connectives
b. Short, loose sentences
c. Increased proportion of verbs (transitive and active)
Clarity
Strong motivation (to leacopes action)
Any distraction from the main path of the story will let the impatient
reader race anead of the autnor, and will slow down the tompo:
Phil0B0phi2ing
Description (in blocks)
Exposition (in blocks)
Int rospection
Psychological analysis
Lack of Clarity
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